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for a quick and efficient cleaning

the total removal of the screw flight from easyclean screw conveyors allows rapid 
and efficient cleaning of the whole device. the reduced amount of residual material 
is due to the small gap (flight clearance) between the helicoil and the tube (less 
than 5 mm).
easyclean screw conveyors are suitable for all conveying applications and/or ex-
traction of powdery or granular materials where rapid and easy access to the inside 
part of the trough is essential for frequent cleaning. the screws are particularly used 
in the food, cosmetic, pharmaceutical or chemical industries.
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i technical SpecificationS
Theoretical capacity when filled at 100% with DN 168: 25 m³/h.
Inlet: round with smooth edge ; Ø equal to the Ø of the tube
Outlet: round with smooth edge ; Ø equal to the Ø of the tube
Motor: from 0.75 kW to 3.3 kW (possibility of adding a frequency 
converter)

F Minimum residues inside F Easy maintenance thanks to 
the rapid extraction of the screw 
flight of the trough

F Minimum gap (flight clea-
rance) between the tube and 
external screw flight (max. 
5 mm.)

Advantages

F Available with ATEX appro-
val, zone 20/22
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Options

See all our options 
on pages 20 - 21

Loading mouths with 
rectangular, circular or 
custom made sections

Inspection hatch

i diMenSionS in MM.

* available for circular mouths 

F Clean In Place (CIP): optimized design to 
meet special needs
for food or pharmaceutical processes, screws can 
be fitted with a water injection bar for cleaning by 
splash or spray.
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